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e-tailing: the new
It would be hard, and arguably foolish,
to ignore the musings of a company
that employs 480,000 people in 220
countries, generates US$75 billion
in annual revenue and produces a
pre-tax profit of US$4.0 billion.
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name for Mail?
However when the ubiquitous DHL looks into
its corporate crystal ball to see how the world’s
consumers will be shopping for stuff in 2025, one
question the company doesn’t answer is its own
role in shaping, rather than merely servicing, future
buying habits.
Instead the authors of a new 124-page report say
their object is to “spur people’s imagination…
and invite the reader to consider the risks and
opportunities involved, as well as the strategies and
possible courses of action.” Their starting point is a
1952 quote from the Austrian author and futurologist
Robert Jungk who reportedly said: “Tomorrow is
already here, but it disguises itself as harmless, it
is masked and exposed behind the familiar. The
future is not utopia, cleanly replaced by the relevant
present: the future has already begun.”
So the DHL Global E-Tailing 2025 study outlines four
possible scenarios for online retailing and the impact
these will have on logistics: B

Tomorrow is
already here, but
it disguises itself
as harmless, it
is masked and
exposed behind
the familiar. The
future is not utopia,
cleanly replaced by
the relevant present:
the future has
already begun.
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When the ubiquitous DHL looks into its corporate crystal ball to see
how the world’s consumers will be shopping for stuff in 2025, one
question the company doesn’t answer is its own role in shaping,
rather than merely servicing, future buying habits.
Scenario 1:
Against a background of moderate
economic growth, the achievementoriented society has been firmly
established worldwide. In many of
the developed economies, such as
Australia, France or the United
Kingdom, social contrasts have
increased.
Graham Inglis
CEO Europe for DHL Supply Chain

Technological progress has only
been moderate. Smartphones and
tablets are still people’s constant
companions. They have flexible
screens that can be rolled out,
folded and flipped up. Interactive
displays are ever-present in city
streets, serving as interfaces to the
virtual world.
Retail companies offer their goods
online and in stationary stores –
multichannel retailing has become
established. In many cases stores
merely have the function of
showrooms where customers can
“experience” the goods. Prompt
delivery to any specified location
is a standard service.
For all who can afford it,
convenience is a decisive factor as
far as shopping is concerned. But
for the vast majority of people, it
is still price that ultimately matters
most.
Scenario 2
People are prospering. For the first
time in history, a middle class with
a comparatively strong purchasing
power has developed worldwide.
This has been accompanied by a
shift in values, with the focus
on leisure time rather than on
work. Self-fulfillment and individual
lifestyles are more important than
success in one’s job.

Trends
are
mainly
set
by
international lifestyle communities.
They have a strong influence on the
shopping habits of broad sections
of the public. Small, innovative
online retailing platforms serve the

different communities, while large
online retailers and platforms take
care of the mainstream market.
Stationary retailing is principally
focused on ‘experience’ shopping.
So-called ‘wearables’ are a standard
feature of everyday life. One of
the main purposes of this portable
technology is to measure and
optimize one’s own actions – in
relation to nutrition or fitness,
for example – and to continually
exchange information and experience
within the community. As a result
of the boom in online retailing, the
volume of goods transported by the
logistics companies has increased
substantially. To prevent complete
gridlock, a number of conurbations
have brought in stricter regulations
for the delivery of goods.
Scenario 3
The main driving-force behind the
global economy is the dynamism
and innovative flair of information
technology. People are living in a
highly developed digital culture.
Data glasses, smart contact lenses
and other wearables have become
indispensable parts of everyday life.
Intelligent avatars serve as virtual
shopping advisers. Often they
act independently and “purchase”
everyday goods, for example.

Web shops adapt their offerings
to customer profiles in real time;
the avatars present supposedly
interesting products to their users
in
“personal
shopping
hubs”.
Stationary
retailing
and
the
showrooms of the online shops also
operate with simulations that are
tailored to customer’s requirements.
Same-day delivery is standard
practice in major cities. Retailers
and logistics companies can often
predict requirements on the basis
of precise customer data. They
send off the goods – in some cases
via automated solutions such as
drones – even before the customer
has ordered them. B
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Scenario 4
The global economy is stagnating.
Trade barriers and high energy
and raw material prices have led
to economic regionalization. People
buy locally, as a rule. Sustainability
and energy efficiency are the
pivotal factors in shopping. Leasing
and sharing models are therefore
very common. The importance of
personal possessions has diminished
significantly for many people.
Availability is what really matters.

Major online portals are mainly
involved in the leasing business.
At regional and local level, a large
proportion of swapping transactions
are organized via smaller online
platforms. Electronic equipment and
consumer goods are modular in
design so that their useful life can
be prolonged. This facilitates both
repair and maintenance. In addition
to traditional delivery solutions,
the majority of logistics companies
offer spare parts logistics as well
as repair services tailored to
customer’s requirements.
Whichever
scenario
eventually
manifests, Graham Inglis, CEO Europe
for DHL Supply Chain thinks by 2025
logistics companies will have to respond
to increasingly empowered consumers:
“When even low-involvement products
are being shopped online, competition
will be fierce among retailers. What is
seen as innovative today will be standard
tomorrow.”
Lee Spratt, CEO of DHL’s e-commerce
business in the Americas expects online
retail to continue growing at double-digit
rates at least until 2018: “It’s now more
than 10 percent, compared with two
percent of total retail in 2000, and most
projections see it exceeding 15 B

percent by 2015. The real question is:
How far can it go? Opinions differ. Some
people believe it will stabilize at 15 to 20
percent, while others think it will blur with
physical channels and reach more than
50 percent.”
Dirk Morschett, professor of Management
at Fribourg University in Switzerland,
cautions that if online retailing does
indeed produce annual growth rates of
25-35 percent, then the logistics industry
will have had to solve two major bumps in
the road – successful first-time deliveries
to individual customer households and a
huge increase in traffic volume.
“With an increase of this magnitude, the
continuation of present-day logistics
solutions would simply not be possible –
completely new concepts are required.
In 2025, avoiding unsuccessful delivery
attempts because the customer is not at
home, avoiding returns, and the efficient
‘bundling’ of deliveries are no longer
simply a question of the individual online
retailer’s profitability calculations: they
are matters which concern society as a
whole.
“Although it is too early today to speculate
about operational solution concepts for
individual issues (such as parcel boxes
for every household), it should soon
become apparent over the next few
years which of these models shows the
greatest promise,” adds Morschett.
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Meanwhile given the cost of research, it’s
unlikely that DHL’s Global E-Tailing 2025
study was prompted by a philanthropic
desire to educate competitors.
Like the proverbial iceberg, no doubt
much of the report’s commercially
relevant conclusions remain below the
water line as a guide to the group’s
new ‘Post-eCommerce-Parcel’ division,
formerly known simply as ‘Mail’, that is
expected to add US$1.6 billion to the
group’s pre-tax result this year and grow
by three percent per annum by 2020.
Speaking at the group’s shareholder
meeting on May 27, CEO Frank Appel
explained the name change was due to
a change in mission: “We intend to remain
the Number 1 in Germany and expand our
position. We also intend to become the
global Number 1 in this business by 2020.
We will export the expertise we have
gained in Germany on a step-by-step
basis to other markets. We are thinking
of Europe, the Americas and Asia. Doing
so, we can also partly draw on existing
structures within our current network.”
Anticipating the removal of trade barriers
between the EU and US, Appel added:
“Your company, Deutsche Post DHL, is a
great business. Today's society cannot
function without it. “

No doubt FedEx and UPS have
another view. 

ATEST NEWS LATEST NEWS LATEST NEW
u Speaking at the IATA annual
general meeting in Doha at the
beginning of June, IATA director
general and CEO Tony Tyler said:
"The key to unlocking aviation’s
future potential is a global
mindset supported by strong
partnerships.
Aviation connects people and business to
make ‘global’ possible. Securing aviation’s
future begins with some immediate
challenges. Airlines must be profitable,
safe and secure businesses. We need
to provide efficient, customer-focused
services. And sustainability must be integral
to everything that we do," he added.
“This year, airlines will connect 3.3 billion
people and 52 million tonnes of cargo
over 50,000 routes, supporting 58 million
jobs and delivering goods with a value of
$6.8 trillion. In a team effort of committed
partners, aviation literally moves the global
economy. And by working together with a
global mindset, there is enormous potential
still to be achieved." 

u The P3 Network – the longterm operational vessel sharing
agreement proposed by CMA
CGM, MSC and Maersk Line – has
been given the green light by the
European Commission following
earlier approval by the U.S.
Federal Maritime Commission.
P3 is scheduled to begin in the Autumn
and operate a capacity of 2.6 million
TEUs on three trade lanes: Asia – Europe,
trans-Pacific and trans-Atlantic. The CMA
CGM Group has reconfirmed its objective
to reduce CO2 per TEU/kilometre by 50
percent between 2005 and 2015. The
company says by 2013 it had achieved
a 40 percent reduction since 2005. 
u Emirates is to begin a daily
A380 service to Frankfurt on
September 01, 2014. Not to
upset Lufthansa, the airline is
replacing one of its thrice-daily
B777 flights with the doubledecker.
Emirates says it has carried over 191,000

tonnes of exports out Frankfurt since
2005. This year it has introduced A380
services to Barcelona, London-Gatwick
and Zurich and will add Kuwait July 16,
Mumbai on July 21 and Dallas/Fort Worth
on October 01. The airline will also begin a
sixth daily service to Karachi on August 01
with an A330-200 providing 17 tonnes of
cargo capacity. Emirates has been flying
the route since it was founded in 1985
and with Doha and Bangkok it is the only
other city linked by six flights a day from
Dubai. 
u
Talking of Lufthansa,
Expeditors has won Lufthansa
Cargo’s Planet Award of
Excellence in recognition of its
outstanding contribution to the
company last year.
Lufthansa said its decision took account not
only of tonnage volume “but also focused,
above all, on the promotion of innovative
distribution channels and the increasing
digitisation of air freight processes in the
interaction between the two companies.” In

addition to Expeditors, the airline’s “global
partners” include Agility, CEVA, Dachser,
DB Schenker, DHL Global Forwarding,
Hellmann, Kühne+Nagel, Panalpina, UPS
and UTi. Together, they account for around
half of its total sales. 
u DB Schenker will consolidate
all logistics offices and
facilities in Budapest at one new
site by the end of 2014 following
a process, begun in Hungary in
2010, of integrating all freight
forwarding areas into Schenker
Kft.
Prior to this, activities were partially
managed in independent joint ventures
with the Masped Group. The legal move
coincides with an important anniversary
year for DB Schenker in Hungary. After
founding his forwarding company in Vienna
in 1872, Gottfried Schenker opened the
first foreign branch office in Budapest
in 1874 – 140 years ago. Schenker
Kft. was founded in 1992 following the
collapse of the Soviet Union. 

EWS LATEST NEWS LATEST NEWS LATES
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TradeFraud
encourages aid dependency
According to a 2013 report from
watchdog Global Financial Integrity
(GFI) and the African Development
Bank,

African

countries

lost

between US$597 billion and US$1.4
trillion in net resource transfers
out of the continent between 1980
and 2009.
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Now a new GFI study of trade invoicing fraud,
Hiding in Plain Sight, suggests these outflows, and
the shadow financial system in which they thrive,
represent one of the most damaging conditions
undermining economic growth and development,
governance, and human rights in Africa and
around the world.
The GFI study explores the resultant
capital flight and economic impact on
Ghana, Kenya, Mozambique, Tanzania,
and Uganda.
Funded by the Danish Foreign Ministry,
the report says the global figure for
illicit financial outflows from developing
countries is approximately $542 billion
per year on a 10-year average and trade
mis-invoicing makes up close to 80
percent of this or US$424 billion.
Mogens Jensen, Danish minister for
Trade and Development Cooperation,
says his country's support for the five
African states was "clearly at risk of
being undermined by fraudulent trade
transactions that rob the people of these
countries of funds that could otherwise
have been used for investments in
infrastructure, schools, hospitals, and
other much needed public services."
The Hudson Institute Center for Global
Prosperity calculates that in 2011, SubSaharan Africa received US$45.6 billion
in aid - the largest portion of the world’s
total overseas development budget.
As a percentage of gross national
income, Denmark, along with Sweden,
Norway and Luxembourg top the list
of international donors followed by the
Netherlands and the U.K.
GFI explains mis-invoicing as the
“intentional mis-stating of the value,
quantity, or composition of goods on
Customs declaration forms and invoices,
usually for the purpose of evading taxes
or laundering money.” The seller and
buyer use four ways of doing it: import
under-invoicing, import over-invoicing,
export under-invoicing, and export overinvoicing.
Using bilateral trade flow data for 2002–
2011 from the UN’s Comtrade database,
GFI found that Tanzania had the greatest
annual average illicit flow with US$1.87
billion. Kenya was second with US$1.51
billion followed by Ghana with a figure
of US$1.44 billion, Uganda at US$884
million and Mozambique with US$585
million.

Export under-invoicing means the seller
is channeling the difference between
the true value of the transaction and the
mis-invoiced value to a foreign account.
Export over-invoicing means that the
transaction is actually worth less than
the official invoice and can signify that
the parties are trying to collect excess
export credits. This process is also used
to disguise foreign investment to avoid
capital controls.
Import under-invoicing happens when
the buyer or the seller falsifies the value
of the trade to be less than its actual
market value; this reduces the amount
of Customs duties and VAT paid to the
government. Import over-invoicing is
the opposite of import under-invoicing
and represents hidden outflows of
capital, which can lead to lower yearend corporate taxes needing to be
paid to the government in the importing
country.
Thanks to increased foreign investment,
Ghana, Kenya, Mozambique, Tanzania,
and Uganda have all expanded their
economies in the past decade. However
they remain dependent on foreign aid
to fill gaps in government budgets and
social service provision.
As recently as last month, Kenya and
China signed a multifaceted accord that
included loans and grants to support
wildlife preservation and education,
improve the country’s electricity supply,
and expand its airport and airline
infrastructure. China will also fund 90
percent of a new rail link between the port
of Mombasa and Nairobi at an estimated
cost of US$3.6 billion.
GFI says trade fraud continues to
undermine investment and domestic
resource mobilization worth billions
of dollars in Kenya and the other
four countries. From 2002–2011, it
calculates that cumulative trade misinvoicing totaled US$14.39 billion in
Ghana, US$13.58 billion in Kenya,
US$5.27 billion in Mozambique,
US$18.73 billion in Tanzania, and $8.84
billion in Uganda. B

Raymond Baker
GFI President
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Intentional mis-stating
of the value, quantity, or
composition of goods on Customs
declaration forms and invoices,
usually for the purpose
of evading taxes or
laundering money.
Global Financial Integrity

The watchdog estimates
the resultant average
annual
l oss
in
government revenue in
each case was US$386
mi l l i on for Ghana,
US$435 million in Kenya, US$187 million
for Mozambique, US$248 million in
Tanzania, and US$243 million in Uganda.

Morgan Jensen
Danish minister for Trade and
Development Cooperation

GFI president Raymond Baker adds: "The
consequences are simply devastating.
The capital drained from trade misinvoicing means that local businesses in
Uganda and Tanzania have less money
to grow their companies and hire more
workers. The potential revenue loss
from trade mis-invoicing means that
Ghana has less money to spend on
healthcare, Kenya has less money to
devote to education, and Mozambique
has less money to invest in infrastructure.
Trade mis-invoicing is perhaps the most
serious economic issue plaguing these
countries."
In response, GFI recommends the
governments of the five countries boost
Customs enforcement; treat trade
involving tax havens with the "highest
level of scrutiny"; combat the use of shell
companies; identify the true owner of any
bank account; and join the Extractives
Industry Transparency Initiative (EITI).

Despite the fact that Customs authorities
have begun using electronic clearance
systems, GFI suggests they may not have
access to the latest pricing information to
verify invoice values on goods moving
across their respective borders.
“The leaders of the countries we studied
should establish or strengthen their
government’s financial intelligence units
with enough human resources and
authority to analyze this new information
to support investigations of wrongdoing
and deter trading parties from engaging
in trade mis-invoicing,” it says.
Coincident with the report, Tanzania’s
government is now seeking an
independent auditor to reconcile EITI
industry payments and government
tax receipts between 2012 and 2013.
Like Ghana, the country joined EITI to
promote accountability and transparency
in its natural resources and has since
produced three reports.
The GFI report notes that the vast majority
of trade that is mis-invoiced in Tanzania
occurs with Switzerland and Singapore –
both considered tax havens by the IMF
and OECD: “Despite only consisting of
six percent of Tanzania’s total imports
from advanced economies, Switzerland
and Singapore represent over 67 B

percent of total import
mis-invoicing over the
10 year period of this
study. To put this into
further perspective,
over 25 percent of
the total import misinvoicing present in
Tanzania since 2002 was specifically
the mis-invoicing of fuel imports from
Switzerland alone.”
Kenya, on the other hand has not joined
EITI, despite the discovery of oil in the
north of the country. GFI notes that “in the
light of Kenya’s issues with government
corruption, requiring companies and the
government to provide and publicize
information on extractive revenues will
be crucial to ensuring that the growth of
Kenya’s nascent extractives industries
remains above board and beneficial to
the Kenyan people.”
While acknowledging the steps the
five countries need to take to ensure a
reduction in illicit trade flows, GFI says the
process is ultimately a global responsibility:
“Multilateral organizations, such as the G8,
G20, OECD, European Union, and others,
have made promising progress in many of
these areas in recent years.”

In April, UK prime minister David
Cameron called on all British Overseas
Territories and Crown Dependencies to
crack down on the abuse of anonymous
shell companies by creating public
registries of meaningful beneficial
ownership information.
Baker says these places include some
of the world’s most notorious tax havens
like the British Virgin Islands. “Getting
the Crown Dependencies and Overseas
Territories to create public registries
would strengthen the integrity of the
global financial system and hinder the
operations of human traffickers, drug
cartels, and terrorists.”
In a stark example of continuing aid
dependency by the five countries, the
GFI report notes that between 2002
to 2011, Uganda received US$14.19
billion dollars in foreign aid while at
the same time US$8.31 billion left the
country illicitly because of invoice fraud.
In Ghana US$7.32 billion dollars left the
country illegally during the same period –
equal to 56 percent of the country’s total
aid receipts of $13.03 billion. 
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Which way will

Ukraineturn?
The most important, immediate question is whether [the]
presidential election will deliver a chance to cap the unrest
that has plagued Ukraine since November 2013.

Telling the story of Ukraine has never been easy. A land borne
of history’s repeated carving-up of the borderlands of Central
and Eastern Europe, Ukraine has been fought over by the
great powers that have arisen and waned over the ages, and
is now a post-Communist, post-Soviet country experiencing
a multi-layered – and arguably, existential - crisis.
Ukraine is a relatively high-risk environment. It presents multiple
challenges: turbulent politics, a poor business environment, a
deficient judiciary and courts system, entrenched corruption,
organised crime and corporate raiding. But the potential
rewards have seemed worth the risks – Ukraine has large
metallurgical, chemical, defence, aerospace and agricultural
sectors, not to mention the enormous potential of retail and
tourism.
After all, this is a country with Europe’s sixth-largest consumer
market, with an increasingly sophisticated urban middle class.
Ukraine is not just a manufacturer of the world’s largest cargo
planes as well as engines for spacecraft (and historically,
inter-continental ballistic missiles), but a potentially rewarding
consumer market. Navigating it, however, was never easy, but
the unpredictable violence of recent months has changed the
equation fundamentally.
We have come to see Ukraine in a different way.
The severity and sustained character of the violence that has
erupted in parts of Ukraine since the ouster of former president
Viktor Yanukovych in February has both shocked and bewildered
Western observers.

Petro Poroshenko

parliamentary, presidential and mixed systems, and every model
has failed to make the state apparatus more efficient, reduce
levels of corruption perceived to be among the world’s highest, or
streamline the legislative process.
Bemused foreigners watching television footage of smoke
bombs, mass brawls and egg-throwing in parliament, forget
that these parliamentarians write the laws by which almost 46
million people live. The same ‘quality’ applies to the judiciary,
law enforcement, Customs and border service, and almost every
other significant institution and agency of state. Alongside these
challenges, the question of the status of the Russian language,
while emotive, is very much secondary.
Balancing relations between the centre, Kyiv, and the regions will
represent arguably the greatest existential challenge to Ukraine.
The events since November 2013 have fundamentally shifted the
balance of political power in Ukraine from the eastern industrial
heartlands, whose electorates traditionally voted in presidents
and governments, to the central (mixed) and western (ethnically
Ukrainian) regions. This is the key to understanding why the reaction
in the eastern regions has been so hostile, and why the whole
skeleton of Ukraine as a unitary state has become so weakened.

Ukraine has always been a politically divided, economically and
socially troubled land with poorly functioning institutions of state.
And it has been frequently – and unfortunately – overlooked,
that Ukraine’s history is a bloody one. Yet few could have
predicted the descent of such ethnically diverse and culturally
cosmopolitan cities, such as Odessa, into the kind of mob
violence that on May 02, led to the deaths of nearly fifty people
in horrifying circumstances. It has seemed reasonable in recent
weeks to ask whether Ukraine is actually heading towards a
wider, civil conflict.

Long-term economic reform will also be critical to Ukraine’s
successful nation- and state-building projects. Dismantling a
bloated administrative apparatus and codifying and simplifying
the rules of the economic game, will be critical to attracting
investors. Equally, it will be vital to give Ukrainians the potential
to become stakeholders in the economy of their own society, by
ending the model of clan-based oligarchic capitalism. This model
has created a tiny segment of super-rich industrialist politicians
at the expense of a poor mass majority, and has undoubtedly
served Ukraine badly over the past twenty years.

Ukraine faces the most critical tests of its viability as a state
since gaining independence with the Soviet Union’s collapse at
the end of 1991. Crimea has been lost to annexation by Russia,
and will probably never be returned. Vladimir Putin’s decision to
reunite Crimea with Russia was far from a spur-of-the-moment
display of strategic cunning, but the product of his vision for
restoring Russia. This is a strategy elaborated for the long-term
but implemented opportunistically, and it places Russia as the
undisputed, preeminent regional power in Eastern Europe.

The killing of dozens of demonstrators by police snipers in the
capital Kyiv in February seemed to mark the lowest point in
post-Soviet Ukraine’s history. Yet violence has continued to pit
Ukrainian against Ukrainian in locations across eastern and
southern Ukraine since then.

The most important, immediate question is whether [last month’s]
presidential election will deliver a chance to cap the unrest
that has plagued Ukraine since November 2013. But restoring
Ukraine’s longer-term stability, and making it a better functioning
country to work and invest in, will take much, much longer.
The country faces a difficult process of renewed constitutional
change. Over the past decade, Ukraine has experimented with

It might be overly optimistic to assume that the May 25 election
[of Petro “chocolate king” Poroshenko] will be a Rubicon, beyond
which matters start to improve. But with hundreds of Ukrainians
now left dead by events since November 2013, and the state
critically dependent on foreign economic assistance while
threatened by a newly expansionist Russia, there would appear
to be few such opportunities left.
Steven Eke is a senior analyst within Control Risks’ political risk
monitoring and analysis business and a former editor of the
BBC’s Russian Service. 
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VIEWPOINT
E
Mentoring: a fast track to the job interview

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) has become the key for
corporations to fulfill their ethical and philanthropic duties by bringing
value to the society, while respecting the natural environment.
The first time we encountered this issue
was when we chose a CSR course as an
elective at Universita della Svizzera italiana,
during our Master studies. Apart from
trending in academic environment, this
topic is gaining particular importance in the
freight industry, as buyers try to reach their
company’s corporate goals through the
policy of the transport providers.
This fact shows the integral role that social
responsibility plays in the supply chain as a
whole. At a time when the freight industry’s
clock speed is running fast, we believe
that special attention needs to be given to
major trends in order for corporations to
improve their performances in the field and
therefore continue being competitive in the
years to come.
First trend worth mentioning is the shift of
CSR, from being voluntary to mandatory, as
governments worldwide realize the need to
legally engage corporations in developing
transparent sustainability reports.
Furthermore, social media has not
been exploited in its full potential as a
communication tool. Many companies
actually tend to overlook how helpful
these channels could be for improving
their interaction with the stakeholders
concerning their CSR efforts. Last but not
least collaboration, not only with suppliers
and policymakers but also competitors,
seems to be the key to achieve innovation
and consequently greater efficiency.
Sharing best practices within an industry,
as well as building common standards,
especially for reporting measurements, can
result in better corporate performances,
while providing stronger competitive
advantages.
So how to continue engaging employees

through CSR by using mentoring?
Among other trends the one that truly
has a significant impact in the general
performance of every business is to
increase employee engagement. It
is well known, due to various studies,
that CSR enables more efficient human
resource management by retaining current
employees, keeping their morale high and
making them more productive.
Respect of human rights, enhancing
working conditions, extra free time to allow
employees engage to philanthropic causes
are widely used methods by corporations
to reach this high-end goal. A lot more
alternatives can be used to engage
employees and mentoring is definitely one
that stands out - bridging the employee of
today with the employee of tomorrow.
Mentoring could constitute a part of a
strategy to attract new employees and
the CreateTalent programme is a very
good example of how this can actually
work. The programme allows experts from
different industries to meet and mentor
the prospective employee, giving the
opportunity for young individuals to get
to know their industry better by sharing
valuable thoughts on professional matters.
How CreateTalent makes the difference for
the students involved?
As the mentorship programme is currently
addressing Generation Y, the structure
is based on the concept that the mentee
takes full responsibility about the topics
covered and the timing of the sessions.
In this way the programme is tailored to
meet the needs of the mentee with more
flexibility. Another important aspect of the
programme’s success is that it takes place
in the last semester before graduation, a

very crucial point for the students because
of their need to take serious decisions
regarding future career options.
Based on a relationship of trust this is the
right time for mentors to give valuable
guidelines to mentees in order to help them
pursue the career they aspire by letting
them join a new network of opportunities.
The result from this experience would be
measured for us in terms of gaining selfempowerment as future employees, getting
a clearer idea of the career possibilities
after finishing a Masters’ degree and (why
not?) become part of the mentor company’s
new work force.
An important takeaway from our mentoring
sessions was that an interview with a
recruiter is a win–win situation. A common
mistake for the candidate is to align his
profile and needs to what the company is
looking for. In reality, the interview is a good
occasion for the potential employee to
understand whether the company is indeed
a match for his expectations. Whereas from
the side of the employer, it is important to
see whether the candidate could fill the
corporate requirement.
Talking from our personal experience with
SWISS, being part of a fully customized
mentorship programme with an airline
professional definitely helps to gain insights
and develop oneself beyond the basic
curriculum of a Masters programme. 
- Authors Alexandra Grammenou and
Evgeniya Chernysheva are working on
their Masters degrees in international
tourism at the University of Lugano,
Switzerland and are part of Create
Talent's mentorship programme.
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Speaking at an award ceremony in Oslo, Norway last month
UN Global Compact director George Kell suggested the queasy
relationship between business and society was at a crossroads.
Founded in 2000 to find a bridge
between corporate and civil society
actors, the UN movement now boasts
8,000 companies and 4,000 non-profits
in 140 countries.
Sounds impressive. So why did Kell
add: “But the truth is that, relative to
the challenges at hand, the corporate
sustainability movement has resulted
only in incremental changes. Too many
companies are doing nothing, or making
problems worse. With an estimated
80,000 multinationals and millions of
smaller enterprises, much remains to
be done to reach critical mass. What is
keeping us from getting there?”
Despite an increasing number of
companies and investors seeing the

He says a second major barrier to
change is the continued erosion of
multilateral cooperation that inhibits
the spread of best practices and
technology. Finally, there is no interest
in the long term by anyone: “Crisis
management and short-termism
characterize much of our world today.
Politicians are focused on delivering
within election cycles. Markets remain
obsessed with short-term returns. And
at the individual level, billions of people
still are just trying to survive on a day-today basis.
“It is no surprise that we are in paralysis
when it comes to collectively solving
problems that exist beyond our borders.
Slow progress on global climate and
trade agreements and lack of reform in

still pretty loose
connection between the bottom line
and societal health, he says examples
of human rights violations, worker
exploitation, environmental destruction
and corruption continue: “The fact is that
until sustainable business practices are
rewarded by markets and supported
by governments, companies devoid
of responsibility will keep winning
contracts, cutting corners and seeking
profits at any cost.”
Not that people aren’t trying. The
Principles for Responsible Investment
– with 1,200 investors managing assets
of roughly US$34 trillion – and the
Sustainable Stock Exchanges’ initiative
are doing their best but Kell says
until governments give up short term
behaviour, the required transformation
won’t happen.
“Government defines the space within
which business exists and evolves. With
1.5 billion people living under violence,
70 countries steeped in systemic
corruption and 60 million children lacking
basic education, it is clear why markets
cannot grow in so many places. ”

the financial markets provide frustrating
evidence. In a world driven by urgency
and short-term profit maximization,
efforts towards long-term sustainability
are an uphill battle,” he declares.
Kell says the priority must be to reach
companies who are actively opposing
change adding: “Frustratingly, the
lessons from the 2008 financial crisis
have not been grasped. For example,
asset owners who have a fiduciary role
as caretakers over generations are still
outsourcing this responsibility to asset
managers who are driven by the race of
short-term profit maximization. Overall,
financial markets lag behind business
by at least five years.”
Despite the fact Global Compact
membership is growing at 20 percent
per year, Kell thinks there’s plenty of
room for improvement: “Too many
companies are individually or through
trade associations taking lobbying actions
that are in direct conflict with their stated
values. They are doing so in ways that
are not transparent and take a lowestcommon-denominator approach. B

George Kell
Director, Global Compact
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Dell is using greenhouse gases that would
otherwise become part of the air we breathe
to replace materials traditionally made by oil,
Mark Herrema
CEO. Newlight

Too many trade associations are built
on ideologies of the past. The time has
come for these powerful organizations
to embrace the future, moving from a
defensive stance to one defined by
proactive, pragmatic leadership.”

Michael Dell
.

Noting that companies will need to
go beyond first-mover approaches
and embrace partnerships that unite
peers and other stakeholders, Kell
says this will require a level “never
before seen” as they choose between
business as usual in an increasingly
resource-strained world, or a new era of
Sustainability.
Dell Computers is trying. In June the
company launched a new desktop
using closed-loop recycled plastic as a
blueprint for reusing metals and other
materials to reach a goal of using 50
million pounds of recycled content in its
products by 2020. Dell already offers
customers free recycling in 78 countries.
The new supply chain has been
developed in partnership with Wistron
GreenTech, an original design
manufacturer and one of Dell’s official
environmental partners. According to
Lisa Meier, vice president of third party
certification company UL Environment,
the content validation adds credibility to
users and highlights Dell’s commitment
to environmental stewardship by
encouraging a circular economy for IT.

Dell has also partnered with Newlight
Technologies, inventor and manufacturer
of AirCarbon, a plastic material made
from air and greenhouse gases
captured from dairy farms, that it will use
in packaging its new range of Latitude
notebooks. Previous packaging has
included bamboo and wheat straw
as part of its goal to use 100 percent
sustainable packaging by 2020.
“Dell is using greenhouse gases that
would otherwise become part of the
air we breathe to replace materials
traditionally made by oil, ” said Newlight
CEO Mark Herrema. “We commend Dell
for being the first in the IT industry to
introduce packaging that reverses the
impact of climate change. Introducing
greener packaging at a lower cost per
unit than traditional oil-based plastics
is good for the environment and Dell’s
bottom line.”
Dell currently uses 75 percent
recyclable or compostable packaging
material for its products and has
replaced boxes with envelopes for
shipments of over 500 peripherals to
reduce packaging weight by 73 percent.
The company is also mode switching
from air to ocean and from truck to rail to
save money, save emissions and better
manage its multiple supply chains given
that half its global sales are via channel
partners. B
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Longer-lead shipments now go via
ocean rather than air and for many
routes, such as Asia to Europe and
China to South Asia, the company
uses rail rather than trucks to transfer
shipments from ocean terminals to
Dell fulfillment centers.
“Shipping by air still makes most sense
for immediate, more variable orders,”
says the company but with channel
partner lead times providing better
predictability, ocean freight increasingly
ticks all the Dell recyclable boxes.

The company says it uses DHL,
FedEx, UPS and DB Schenker as
principal supply-chain partners for
multimodal, multichannel distribution
options. The two German companies
are members of the Global Compact –
a move George Kell should approve.
A native German, he holds advanced
degrees in economics and engineering
from the Technical University Berlin,
where the Kuehne Foundation
supports a chair in logistics. 
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Bombardier Transportation’s Q1 2014 revenue
was US$2.3 billion – up seven percent compared
to the same period last year. EBIT was US$114
million, down from US$139 million in 2013.
The world’s only ‘plane and train’ builder
says it wants to increase annual revenues
from a current US$18.2 billion to US$28US$33 billion in the next five years and be
well on its way to achieving 100 percent
recoverability of all the content in its new
products by 2025.
During the first quarter of 2014 the
company booked US$8.0 billion in new
orders to bring its three-month backlog to
a record US$38.4 billion - up from US$32.4
billion at the end of 2013.
New order highlights included a US$2.7
billion deal to supply electrical multiple
units, the construction of a purpose-built
maintenance depot and 30 years of fleet
maintenance services to the Australian
state of Queensland; a US$2.1 billion
contract with Transport for London to
provide 65 nine-car trains and a new
purpose-built depot for the London
Crossrail project; a contract to deliver
240 locomotives worth US$1.2 billion to
Transnet Freight Rail, South Africa; and
365 more rail cars valued at US$639
million to the San Francisco Bay Area
Rapid Transit District (BART) as part of a
US$1.5 billion contract.
Writing in the company’s first attempt
at integrating its financial and social
responsibility “activity”, president and CEO
Pierre Beaudoin makes it very clear to the
company’s stakeholders how he sees the
future:
“There was a time, not long ago, when the
global economy took no more than four
years to fully recover from a pronounced
downswing. Today, things are different.
The current uncertain environment seems
to be lasting. But even in this time of
uncertainty, there is tremendous potential,
and we in the mobility industry have
the privilege of being at the centre of it.
Cities are growing, global gross domestic
product is rising and there is a renewed
attention to sustainability and to mobility
solutions that are not just expedient, but
environmentally sound.”

As an example of what he means,
Beaudoin cites the company’s new
100-149-seat CSeries aircraft, built
from a “clean sheet” that allows for
optimal environmental efficiency. “This
means that each year, one CS100 could
reduce a customer’s CO2 emissions by
approximately 6,000 tonnes and reduce
fuel burn by approximately 1,900 tonnes —
the equivalent of taking more than 1,250
mid-sized cars off the road,” he explains.
Not to mention saving a bucketload of cost.
No coincidence then that the former
head of American Airlines Cargo Kenji
Hashimoto – now managing the company’s
regional aircraft division – was on hand
recently to unveil the first of 30 enhanced
CRJ900 NextGen jets that will provide up
to 5.5 percent less fuel burn over earlier
models. “[It] will optimize our fleet to fly
the right size aircraft to the appropriate
markets and lower operating costs by
replacing older aircraft,” he said.
Summing up Bombardier’s business
mission Beaudoin adds: “Across the
company, we have one overriding
objective and commitment — generating
results that are profitable and sustainable.”
This is how he intends to implement what
the company describes as a product
responsibility strategy illustrated as a fivestep cradle-to-cradle cycle:



Design: At the core of our product
responsibility strategy lie two key 		
approaches — design for 		
environment (dfe) and design for
safety (dfs). By considering 		
environmental and safety factors at the
outset, we can identify innovative
design solutions to challenges that
may arise at every stage of the product
lifecycle.



Supply chain and Production: Even
before designs are finalized, we go
through a rigorous process of supplier
selection to identify and source the
best materials and technologies
to bring those designs to life. We B
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From left to right, Kevin Smith, Bombardier vice president of sales for the Americas; Raymond Jones, Bombardier’s head of global sales
and marketing; Peter Warlick, American’s vice president of fleet; and Kenji Hashimoto, American’s senior vice president of regional carriers
with a model of the CRJ900







have included dfe requirements in our
aerospace supplier contracts since
2010 and transportation supplier
contracts since 2011.

product designs now will give billions of
urban residents a cleaner, quieter, safer and
more convenient quality of life,” says the
company.

Manufacturing and Testing: We care
for our employees’ health and safety
and for the environment at every
stage of the manufacturing process.
This includes rigorous product testing
to ensure high performance and safety.
To test our ZeFirO train, for example,
we used an “iron Bird” — a technique
adapted from aerospace testing in
which we construct a full-size groundbased test bed to conduct tests on
the systems of a train (e.g. door
and brake systems) in advance of the
manufacturing phase in order to
shorten the test phase and reduce the
impact of redesign risks.

Beaudoin says government regulations,
rising fuel prices and a greater
environmental consciousness by
customers are behind a growing demand
for sustainable rail and air transportation
that will require shorter replacement cycles.

Product use and Maintenance: We
want customers to get the most out of
our products — including a safe
passenger experience and the best
environmental performance. We have
placed a particular emphasis on
expanding the reach of our service
centres so that our customers can
have more direct access to Bombardier
support. This helps us better
understand the challenges customers
face throughout a product’s active use.
End-of-life: We are working closely
with industry organizations,
researchers and suppliers to achieve
100 percent recoverability of all new
products by 2025. Today, more than 95
percent of the materials in our rail
vehicles and approximately 80
percent of the materials in our aircraft
are recoverable.

The five-step cycle is predicated on
Bombardier’s estimate that by 2025, the
world’s top 600 cities will have more than
two billion inhabitants and produce 65
percent of world GDP. By 2050, 64 percent
of the developing world and 86 percent
of the developed world will be urbanized.
Therefore in a resource-constrained
future: “The innovations we build into our

The company thinks world demand for
business aircraft will rise from 14,875
aircraft at the end of 2012 to 30,975 in
2032 while demand for commercial 20- to
149-seat aircraft will grow by more than 50
percent, from 10,900 aircraft at the end of
2012 to 16,700 aircraft in 2032.
Hedging its bets, the company says
environmental demands in the next two
decades will see an increasing need for
eco-friendly rail transportation that is twoto-five times more energy-efficient than
road, water or air transportation.
The hiring of personnel, sourcing
components and supporting communities
locally is Bombardier’s strategy to increase
its margins by shortening supply chains,
leveraging a knowledge base close to its
customers, reducing environmental costs
and building long-term relationships. As
a result, in 2013 it had a network of 131
customer support and services locations
- 58 in the Americas; 28 in Europe, Russia
and the CIS; 30 in Asia-Pacific and 15 in
Africa and the Middle East - and spent
US$7.78 billion on 1400 suppliers.
As an example of this sustainable business
model, Morocco is “a new cornerstone” of
Bombardier’s aerospace manufacturing
and production due to its low cost and
proximity to Europe. Last year the local
company produced the first components
for a CrJ aircraft, this year it opens a new
manufacturing plant, and by 2020 expects
to have invested US$200 million in the
country and be employing 850 local staff.
The company acknowledges there is a
growing body of evidence that says financial
and societal values are interlinked: B

“For example, a recent study found that
businesses with employee engagement
scores in the top quartile average 18
percent productivity and 12 percent higher
profitability than those with scores in the
bottom quartile.”
So last year its 72,000 employees
worldwide were asked to fill in a survey
measuring their commitment and how
they feel they are supported in their
work environment. The results were 73
percent and 67 percent respectively.
Bombardier says these scores are close
to the high performing companies norm
(73 percent for engagement and 70
percent for enablement) and exceed the
manufacturing norm (67 percent and 64
percent respectively).
Citing another study that shows
organisations engaging with their suppliers
about sustainability – through dialogue,
collaboration, sharing of tools, policies and
processes – see an average 46 percent
reduction in operating costs, Beaudoin is
unequivocal about the strategy: “Based on
such research and our own experience,
we know that dedication to sustainability is
essential to improving our results over the
short- and long-term.” 
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Logistics
key to M&S e-tailing
News that UK retailer Marks & Spencer
(M&S), as iconic as the BBC but somewhat
older, has recognised logistics as a key
component in sustaining its international
expansion will be no surprise to the
Deutschepost DHL (DP) group.

We will work hard
to maintain the
strongest presence around
the world, the best quality
and the most loyal
customers. We will bundle
all our efforts to get there.
Frank Appel
CEO

In an apparent echo of its retail website
http://www.allyouneed.com, CEO Frank
Appel declared to company shareholders
in Bonn last month: “We will work hard to
maintain the strongest presence around
the world, the best quality and the most
loyal customers. We will bundle all our
efforts to get there.”
Two weeks earlier, M&S CEO Mark Bolland
told a similar audience in London: “Three
years ago, we recognised the scale of
investment required to transform our
business, investing to strengthen our
foundations and improve our customer
offer. We are making solid progress on this
journey and are now focused on delivery."
Both companies seem set on leveraging
brand, a dominant home market presence
and logistics to build a sustainable global
business presence – albeit from different
points in the supply chain.
However with M&S moving away
from Amazon technology to its own
e-commerce platform as DP transforms its
mail division into an e-tailer, the historical
“You sell it, I’ll deliver it” paradigm seems
to be overlapping, if not converging, as
both companies focus on lowering the
cost of sale while retaining customers and
guaranteeing final mile delivery.
As Appel points out: “No business is
currently generating momentum like the
parcel business…Day in and day out,
people place orders, unpack parcels and
occasionally return items. Online retailing
is generating boundless growth. Without
parcel service providers like us, this

would not work. A customer's decision
to buy an item online depends on the first
and last mile. We all feel the same way:
Products must be easy to order and easy
to receive.”
Reporting on the company’s 2013/14
performance Bolland acknowledged that
while sales of M&S store-bound clothing
remained less than stellar last year –
reportedly described by one dedicated
follower of fashion as “what a menopausal
trade unionist would have packed as a
delegate to conference in 1973” – M&S.
com apparently outperformed the market
with sales up 22.8 percent.
With visits to its new site rising nine
percent and online business up three
percent to 16 percent of the company’s
overall merchandise sales, Bolland notes:
“As customer shopping habits continue
to evolve we have seen mobile sales
increase by over 90 percent. Sales from
tablet devices have doubled and now
account for 25 percent of online sales
compared with 15 percent last year.”
To cope with this change in buying habits,
last May the company opened a 900,000
sq. ft. national distribution centre (NDC)
at Castle Donington, next to the UK’s
East Midlands airport (coincidentally
popular with DHL), that now handles two
million orders a week or 90 percent of its
current e-commerce business. A second
1,000,000 sq.ft. NDC facility 90 miles north
at Bradford is fitting out. As a result the
company has cancelled plans to establish
a single national distribution centre at DP
World’s London Gateway and spend B
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Damco:
Moving towards
Sustainability

Damco has worked with UK retailer Marks
& Spencer on a sustainable supply chain
project that brings together comprehensive
data from all participants into a set of metrics
to facilitate more carbon aware decisions
in procurement, sourcing and supply chain
design. The Damco ‘Global Supply Chain
Carbon Dashboard’ shows current carbon
emissions and has helped Marks & Spencer
document, as part of its ‘Plan A’ business
strategy, a 38 percent reduction in carbon
per cubic metre shipped since 2007.
Natalia Olynec, Damco’s global head of
Sustainability, puts this in context:
Q: What does Sustainability mean to you as
a logistics company?
A: Being a responsible business partner to all our
stakeholders: customers, suppliers, employees,
investors and the community.
Do you think companies interpret the word
differently? There are many words used to define
the same concept: CSR, Sustainability, Corporate
Responsibility, etc. In the end each company must
define which key issues contribute to both longterm business success and address the priorities
and concerns of their stakeholders.
You say the “logistics industry is changing
rapidly” – into what?
As supply chains around the world become
increasingly complex and dynamic, demand for
more contextual, flexible and integrated solutions
is increasing. At the same time, the industry
continues to face sustainability challenges related
to issues such as transparency, compliance,
diversity, health and safety, and security,
particularly in emerging markets.
Does M&S, for example, require you to
produce a Sustainability report to remain
a supplier? How true is this among your
major customers? Our customers, particularly
in the retail and apparel industries, are increasingly
asking for greater transparency and accountability
throughout their supply chains. Producing a
sustainability report is one important tool for
meeting these requirements.

Three years ago, we recognised the scale
of investment required to transform our
business, investing to strengthen our foundations
and improve our customer offer. We are making
solid progress on this journey and are now
focused on delivery.
Mark Bolland

M&S CEO

some of the £130 million earmarked for
the project on supporting the two NDCs
and four regional facilities.

sites in Beijing and Guangzhou to
complement flagships stores in Shanghai
and Hong Kong.

Analyst reaction to M&S’s end-of-term
results last month focused on the fact
that retailer Next made more money from
fewer bricks because of its ability to design
and market clothes to consumers who
wouldn’t be seen dead in M&S styles.

In the Middle East, M&S opened 20 new
stores across the region in the past 12
months including a 72,000 sq.ft. store in
Kuwait and even a standalone lingerie
shop in Saudi Arabia. Meanwhile Europe
saw a new store opened in The Hague
and in an apparently counter-intuitive
move, a fifth store in France that includes
the company’s largest food hall outside
the UK.

Despite pundit preoccupation with the
apparently sclerotic M&S shop window,
the company managed to produce a 2.7
percent increase in sales to £10.3 billion
last year and an operating profit of £741.9
million.

What does “Logistics Sustainability” mean
for Damco? We address Sustainable Logistics
as efficiency – taking the waste out the supply
chain while giving visibility on how logistics
and sustainability are integrated. Furthermore,
sustainability can enable competitive advantage for
our customers and help to decouple profitability
from rising resource and service costs.

Perhaps overlooked in the rush to pick
apart the seams of its clothing business,
M&S international sales producing £122.7
million profit on a 6.2 percent increase in
sales to £1.15 billion. This translated into
55 new stores to add to an existing 400 in
54 territories.

The growth in e-commerce and
international sales is reflected in M&S’s
capital expenditure over the past year.
While overall spend dropped from
£821.3 million to £710.0 million, budgets
were increased for multi-channel and
international development with nearly 30
percent of total capital allocated to supply
chain and IT.

What are the business benefits of
being part of Maersk Group? In terms of
Sustainability, being part of Maersk Group is an
advantage. The Group has a C-level Sustainability
Council, which sets priorities and strategy. We
also tap into Group-wide programs relating to
Responsible Procurement, Anti-Corruption, and
Environmental Data.

With a focus on India and China, Asia
sales were up 15.7 percent with the
opening of 22 new stores including 10 in
India. The company plans to double that
number by 2016 via a partnership with
Reliance Retail and replicate the same
model in China as it opens additional

Unsurprisingly, Appel agrees with the
supply chain capex: “Logistics is a
growth industry. Our world is becoming
increasingly connected. Global product
streams depend on good logistics.
We are determined to ensure this and
invested in all regions last year.” B
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This included US$105 million in its
Cincinnati hub that together with Hong
Kong and Leipzig forms the backbone
of DHL’s express network; a new 23,000
sq.mt. supply chain warehouse in
Mexico; a new logistics terminal for DHL
Global Forwarding in El Salvador; the
first temperature-controlled container
rail service between China and Europe;
allocating €150 million to expand Leipzig
over the next five years; and a new
17,000 sq.mt. Dubai logistics centre
opening in the third quarter of 2014.
DP’s investment in its logistics
infrastructure echoes the M&S investment
in its growing international store network.
In doing so, both companies appear
to share the same view of corporate
responsibility: “To us, commercial
success and responsible action do not
represent a contradiction in terms. Rather,
they go hand in hand. Customers expect
corporate responsibility. Rating agencies
and independent institutions regularly
judge our services on the basis of ethical,
social and environmental standards,”
says Appel.

According to Bolland, the well-publicised
M&S ‘Plan A’ approach to corporate
responsibility “remains at the heart of the
business, driving greater efficiency and
environmental and ethical excellence
into our operations.” In the 2012/13 fiscal
period it produced savings of £135 million
to be re-invested in the company.
With information expected in June on the
company’s Plan A progress over the past
12, analysts who bother to read the report
might realize M&S increasingly is relying
on logistics and shortened supply chains
to extend its brand as a global e-tailer
rather than just relying on sales to a UKcentric over-50s demographic.
Or as Appel put it to his shareholders
at the end of May: “Logistics connects
people and improves their lives. In this
way, it measurably contributes to the
prosperity of people throughout the
world.”
Bolland would probably agree. 

How important is the Danish culture in
driving Sustainability as a business model?
It is true that Scandinavian culture places high
value on Sustainability. However, ours is a global
business, with the majority of our employees based
in emerging markets.
From January this year, Damco was rolled into a new
AP Moller-Maersk ‘Services and Other Shipping’
unit that produced revenues of US$1.48 billion for
Q1 2014 – down from US$1.57 billion year-on-year.
Of this total, Damco had revenue of US$749 million,
down from US$773 million, and reported a loss of
US$10 million compared to a profit of US$6 million
in Q1 2013.
Maersk says the loss was “mainly due to increased
overhead costs, which are being addressed as part
of the on-going restructuring initiatives as well as
revenue being three percent under compared to last
year.”
Last month Damco produced a report based on its
business activity in 2013 entitled Moving Towards
Sustainability. In an apparent endorsement of this
goal, AP Moller-Maersk comments: “The positive
impact from the on-going restructuring initiatives
is planned to increase gradually through 2014 and
beyond and profit for the year is expected to improve
compared to 2013” - when Damco lost US$111
million.

I am New Frontiers

Astrid Schoenenberger
Continuous Improvement & Kaizen Executive
They say the best way to predict the future is to invent it. So, on a regular basis our teams take time oﬀ to work on new
solutions, unorthodox approaches, and imaginative concepts that will help our clients stay ahead of the game. It is yet
another way We care for your cargo.
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EK:
Sustaining the

family business

Sustainability can mean different things
at different times to different people.

Nabil Sultan
Emirates divisional senior
vice president, cargo

In 1833, Britain reclaimed the Falklands;
American John Deere made the first steel
plough; Russia’s Csar Nicholas Romanov
banned the public sale of serfs; Ada Lovelace,
the world’s first computer programmer, met
mathematician Charles Babbage; and the Al
Maktoum dynasty set up home in Dubai Creek.
Some 12 generations and 180 years later,
they’re still there - and unlike the Romanov’s,
still in charge.
When Sheikh Rashid bin Saeed Al Maktoum
became Emir of Dubai in 1958, the price of oil
was around US$3.00 a barrel and PanAm was
poised to dominate commercial aviation with
the ubiquitous Boeing 707 320B.
And it had no plans to add Dubai to its New
York ‘Worldport’ hub.
However in 1971, a year after an unsuspecting
PanAm introduced the B747, the newly formed
United Arab Emirates (UAE) joined OPEC,
Dubai discovered oil and two years later the
price per barrel quadrupled.
So by 1974, while Britain languished in the
dark with power cuts and a three-day working
week, the Gulf emirate had embarked on its
now legendary commercial trajectory and
Sheikh Rashid, worried about what would
happen to the family business when the
oil ran out, was to famously comment: "My
grandfather rode a camel, my father rode a
camel, I drive a Mercedes, my son drives a
Land Rover, his son will drive a Land Rover,
but his son will ride a camel."
Apparently he needn’t have worried. In its
latest 2013/2014 annual report, Emirates
Group (EK) reported a 26th consecutive
year of profit and was able, once again, to

provide its government (family) owner with a
handsome dividend.
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While passenger and cargo customers
obviously care less who owns Emirates, its
competitors are not so indifferent. Legacy
airlines, originally set up by governments as
national ‘flag carriers’, now angst over such
ownership by Gulf carriers suggesting that it
puts them at a commercial disadvantage.
As IATA held its annual general meeting
in Doha earlier this month, Lufthansa CEO
Carsten Spohr was reported saying: "There are
clear laws on state aid from European states
to European airlines. These rules must also be
applied to state aid from outside Europe."
Commenting on the widely leaked presentation
on Etihad financing, he added: “"We all read in
the papers where the money came from, so I
would consider Etihad to be in the ownership
of the state, and therefore it's state money we
see flowing here."
The issue of ownership was raised by
several airline managers in Doha including
IAG CEO Willie Walsh who observed: “If this
was an industry that did not have ownership
controls, we would have consolidation not joint
ventures.”
Currently, the European Commission restricts
foreign ownership of EU airlines to 49 percent
while it is 25 percent in the U.S. – where
Lufthansa has a stake in Jet Blue. In Europe
Etihad’s latest bid to add to its growing airline
portfolio is 49 percent of Alitalia in exchange
for a reported €800 million.
Ironically, if Emirates had achieved the same
degree of success as the UAE’s first attempt at
a national hub carrier – Gulf Air – then it is B

My grandfather rode a camel, my father rode a camel, I
drive a Mercedes, my son drives a Land Rover, his son
will drive a Land Rover, but his son will ride a camel.
Sheikh Rashid bin Saeed Al Maktoum
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doubtful former Lufthansa Cargo head Spohr
would be quite so excised about competition
and ownership.
Uniquely, the confluence of cheap money, taxfree labour and a proactive local government
has enabled Emirates to invent the operating
characteristics of a low-cost carrier combined
with the product quality of a full-service
combination airline.
So having created the model, it was only a
matter of time before it would be emulated in
Abu Dhabi and Qatar where money is clearly
less of an object than in Dubai where Emirates
CEO Tim Clark has always strenuously denied
allegations of unfair competition: "My response
has always been 'put up or shut up'… [and]
"do not make statements if you can't support
them and if they are commercially damaging."
And while the expansion of Qatar Airways,
Etihad and Emirates has been spectacular, so
have the order books of Boeing and Airbus –
supported by an export financing regime on
both sides of the Atlantic.
From Emirates’ latest annual report: “Another
major landmark was achieved through the
refinancing of two A380s through the first ever
floating rate capital market bond backed by a
COFACE (the French Export Credit Agency)
guarantee. This trend-setting transaction has
set a standard to be followed in the industry
and comes on the back of the first ever capital
market bond backed by a COFACE guarantee
issued in the last financial year.
“Raising more than AED 119 billion (US$ 32
billion) over the last 10 years, we continue to

under ICD are symbols of Dubai's successes in
achieving excellence in the sectors in which we
have chosen to participate. These companies
will be the engine of Dubai's future growth under
the stewardship of ICD's board of directors.
We have a desire to build on the confidence
placed in Dubai by the international investment
community and we accord great importance
to transparency and ethics. ICD will be at the
forefront of these initiatives and will lead by
example in its dealings with all its stakeholders."
So while Abu Dhabi and Qatar might be recycling
their wealth for broader geopolitical reasons,
Dubai appears more concerned with a particular
aspect of sustainable behaviour. Certainly ICD’s
investment has paid off in the past quarter of
a century with the latest 13.8 percent increase
in passenger revenue to AED 65.40 billion as
Emirates Sky Cargo revenue rose 8.9 percent to
AED 11.26 billion. Profit attributable to the ICD
was AED 3.3 billion, a 42.5 percent increase over
the previous 12 months.
In addition to new freighter services to Kano
and Quito and 12 months of operations to
Hanoi and Chicago, cargo highlights included
an increase in carriage by 7.9 percent over
the previous year to 2.25 million tonnes. The
company also added two more leased B777200 freighters to its fleet and now operates
10 – one of which has just begun services to
Atlanta and Mexico via Frankfurt.
Also notable last year was the retirement of Ram
Menen, the cargo head of Emirates who so ably
fulfilled his pioneering role in establishing the
company as a major contributor to maintaining

While the expansion of Qatar Airways, Etihad and Emirates has been
spectacular, so have the order books of Boeing and Airbus – supported
by an export financing regime on both sides of the Atlantic.
maintain a well-diversified and evenly spread
financing portfolio. We endorse a policy of
tapping into multiple sources of funding to
deliver a resilient financing strategy to meet
our future requirements.”
Last November it ordered 150 B777X and 50
A380s at a total book price of US$99 billion.
Last year US$3.3 billion was raised in aircraft
financing through finance and operating
leases and bonds that included tapping the
U.S. capital market to finance four A380s.
Crucially, the airline notes: “The structure
is in line with our strategy of diversification
of financing sources and has allowed us
to deepen and widen our investor base.”
Currently, the airline has 190 out of its
205-strong aircraft fleet on operating and
finance leases – so while the company is
wholly owned by the Investment Corporation
of Dubai (ICD), does it really finance Emirates’
growth?
According to the chairman of the ICD, current
Emir Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum,
“The portfolio companies that currently reside

Dubai’s entrepot history. His successor, 20year Emirates veteran Nabil Sultan, is now
busy establishing the company’s freighter
operation at Al Maktoum Airport (DWC) and
linking it with Dubai International (DXB) via a
high-frequency truck shuttle.
“Our freighter fleet today already accounts for
35 percent of Emirates SkyCargo’s revenue
and the new terminal is at the core of our
growth plans. Looking at the bigger picture,
the new infrastructure also has a positive
multiplier impact on Dubai as it will create a
cargo corridor that connects the Jebel Ali port,
DWC and Dubai International airport,” he says.
Before he died in 1990, Sheikh Rashid bin
Saeed Al Maktoum had managed to finance
the infrastructure that has helped transform
Dubai including the opening of port Rashid in
1972, the Dubai World Trade Centre in 1978,
the Jebel Ali port in 1979, Dubai Drydocks in
1983 and the Jebel Ali Freezone in 1985.
Subsequent Maktoum family members seem
just as enthusiastic in sustaining the family
business for another 180 years. 

TyphoonHaiyan –
gone but not forgotten

I have lived through some
of the worst disasters
to hit my province: I have
come to accept storms
and droughts, but not the
dreadful
consequences
that result from them.
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So when our office learned about the cholera outbreak in
a town in North Cotabato, I was eager to respond.
I travelled two hours to the town’s makeshift emergency
clinic, in scorching heat. I thought I knew what I’d need
to accomplish when I got there.
Yet just a few seconds after entering the cramped clinic,
I realised that this was no ordinary response. Health
personnel were overwhelmed by the number of patients
seeking help.
I saw a child trying to take off her IV drip, begging her
mother to ease the pain. The mother whispered to her,
her left hand gently massaging the child’s parched skin.
In that moment, I recognised that nothing could have
prepared me for something like this.
Close to 2,500 families are now affected by cholera in
North Cotabato. The province’s water supply is limited
and communities depend on natural water sources:
doctors blame contaminated spring water for the recent
outbreak. Families are being told to boil their water and

We want to extend a
massive thank you to the
team at Virgin Atlantic
Cargo for the extraordinary
help and support they
provided to us with
the cargo flights to the
Philippines. The latest flight
carried medical supplies
and this will have an
incredible impact in terms
of supporting families and
saving lives.
Paul Ainslie
Save the Children

Survivors shyly peep from their temporary shelter, their house was damaged by Typhoon Haiyan

some of them have been provided
with water purifiers and medicine, but
with the number of patients arriving at
the makeshift clinic, these measures
are not enough.
No one can tell how long the
outbreak will last. Only one thing is
certain: the longer these families
and children wait, the more they
risk dehydration or death. A body
can dehydrate in just a few hours
and children, especially those under five, are most at
risk. I was told that a one-month-old child had died from
diarrhoea.
As I head back to the office, the image of that child crying
to her mother stays with me, more painful than any storm
damage to a building could be.
Save the Children continues to coordinate with health
officials and monitor the situation. We have hygiene kits
ready to help prevent the spread of the outbreak to nearby
communities.
- Marife Cambel, is a nutrition officer at Save the Children’s
Central Mindanao office.
Last month, with four of its aircraft heading to the
Philippines for routine maintenance, Virgin Atlantic offered
Save the Children and UNICEF free space to carry 82
tons of medical supplies to help with the aftermath of
Typhoon Haiyan. Shipments destined for UNICEF staff in
the Philippines and the country’s Department of Health
included hospital equipment, water purification tablets and
life-saving drugs to treat malaria, bacterial infections and

diarrhoea.
The flights also carried kits for
midwives to help mothers give birth
safely and protect their babies in
the first months of life, crucial drugs
and medicines, including amoxicillin
to help fight off bacterial infections,
and medical equipment that helped
Save the Children re-equip and run
mobile health units and hospitals in
affected areas.
Paul Ainslie of Save the Children said: “We want to extend
a massive thank you to the team at Virgin Atlantic Cargo
for the extraordinary help and support they provided to us
with the cargo flights to the Philippines. The latest flight
carried medical supplies and this will have an incredible
impact in terms of supporting families and saving lives.”
Since the typhoon hit, UNICEF has vaccinated over one
million children under the age of five against killer diseases.
Nearly one million people have been provided with safe
water and nearly half a million children have been equipped
with education material. Around 17,000 children have also
been given support to help them cope with the impact the
typhoon has had on them and their families.
Virgin Atlantic’s continued support for Save the Children’s
Typhoon Haiyan Response has helped the charity to
provide 3,500 children with Vitamin A to boost their
immune system and protect them against blindness, and
for 2,789 children to be vaccinated against measles and
3,000 against polio. 
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WE’RE MOVING THE LOGISTICS INDUSTRY FORWARD.
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South Florida Logistics Services is a global logistics company that provides a full
suite of integrated supply chain management services and customized real estate
solutions. We have exclusive connectivity to South Florida’s busiest ports and
airport, which provides our clients a competitive advantage when importing and
exporting goods. To learn more, contact us at 305.520.2300 or visit www.sfls.com.

Providing superior services in the areas of Consolidation & Deconsolidation • Transportation Management Services •
Warehouse & Distribution • Foreign Trade Zone (FTZ) • Dry & Refrigerated Supply Chain Solutions • Real Estate Development

www.turkishcargo.com | +90 850 333 0 777

